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ABSTRACT 
Let U be an absolutely convex open subset of a complex barrelled (DF)-space E and let F be a 
commutative Banach algebra with identity. Let Hb(U, F) be the space of holomorphic mappings from 
U into F that are bounded on the U-bounded sets and let H~u (U, F) be the space of the holomorphic 
mappings from U into F that are uniformly weakly continuous on the U-bounded sets, both endowed 
with the topology r/, of uniform convergence on the U-bounded sets. The spectra of (Hwu (U, F), T/~) 
and (HF~(U, F), rh) are studied. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we extend to the case of barrelled (DF)-spaces results proved in [4,17] 
and [9] in case of Banach spaces. Let U be an absolutely convex open subset of a 
complex locally convex space E and let F be a complex Banach algebra. We say 
that a subset B of U is U-bounded if B is bounded and there exists a neighborhood 
V of zero in E such that B + V c U and we denote by Hb(U, F)  the space of the 
holomorphic mappings from U into F that are bounded on the U-bounded sets 
endowed with the topology rt, of uniform convergence on the U-bounded sets. The 
subspace of the holomorphic mappings from U into F that are uniformly weakly 
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continuous on the U-bounded sets is denoted by Hw, (U, F). If E is a complex 
Banach space it is well known that Hb(U, F) is a Fr6chet algebra whenever F is a 
Banach algebra. In this case, the spectrum of Hb(U, F) was studied by Aron, Cole 
and Gamelin in [4] when U = E and F --- C, by Garcia, Lourengo, Moraes and 
Paques in [17] when U = E and F is a complex Banach algebra nd by Burlandy 
and Moraes in [9] when U is an absolutely convex open subset of E and F is a 
complex Banach algebra. In all these works the spectrum of Hb (U, F) is determined 
in case E' has the approximation property and Hb(U, F) = Hwu(U, F). Galindo 
Garcia and Maestre showed in [14] that Hb(E, F) is a Fr6chet space whenever E
is a (DF)-space and F is a Banach space. We start Section 3 by showing that this 
remains true for Hb(U, F) and that in fact Hb(U, F) (and consequently Hw,(U, F)) 
is a Fr6chet algebra whenever U is an absolutely convex open subset of a (DF)- 
space E and F is a Banach algebra. Then, using the fact that every f c Hwu(U, F) 
admits a unique extension to int U °° that is w*-continuous in the (int U°°)-bounded 
subsets of int U °° (see Sections 1 and 2 for the proof of this fact), we study the 
spectrum of Hwu (U, F) in case E is a barrelled (DF)-space. We also study the 
spectrum of Hb (U, F). In particular, we show that if U is an absolutely convex open 
subset of a reflexive barrelled (DF)-space E and if Pf(nE) is dense in P("E) for 
all n E 1~, we have that given {fl . . . . .  f~} C Hb(U), without common zeros, there 
exists {gl . . . . .  g~} C Hb(U) such that ~=1 figi = l. This means that in this case 
every proper finitely generated i eal of Hb(U) has a common zero. In particular, 
if E is a (DFM)-space with the approximation property, the space H(E) of all 
holomorphic mappings from E into C endowed with the compact open topology 
r0 is a Fr6chet algebra and every proper finitely generated i eal of H(E) has a 
common zero. Examples of barrelled (DF)-spaces where the results obtained in 
previous ections are true are provided in the last section. 
I, NOTATION,  TERMINOLOGY AND BASIC RESULTS 
If E is a complex locally convex space, E' and E It will denote, respectively, the 
dual of E endowed with the strong topology/~(U, E) and the bidual of E endowed 
with the strong topology f l(E' ,  U).  Throughout all locally convex spaces will be 
complex and Hausdorff and F will always denote a complex Banach space (in the 
first section) or a commutative complex Banach algebra with identity 1F. For each 
B C E let B ° = {~p ~ EP: [qg(x)l ~< 1 Vx 6 B} and B °O = {z 6 E": Iz(~0)l ~< 1Vq9 
B°}. We recall that by the Theorem of the Bipolar B °° is the smallest balanced, 
convex subset of E t/containing B which is closed for the topology o-(E", E') and 
so B °° is different of B whenever B isn't balanced, or convex or cr (E' ,  E')-closed. 
However it is easy to see that the equality B °° = B is true i fB is a closed, balanced, 
convex subset of a reflexive locally convex space E. In particular, the bipolar of 
the (closed or open) unit ball of a Banach space E is the closed unit ball of the 
bidual U'. If E is not reflexive, this provides an example of an absolutely convex 
open subset U of E such that U -# int U °°. 
If f is a mapping from a locally convex space X into a Banach space Y and B 
is contained in X, we denote supx~e Ilf(x)ll by [If liB. For n E N, P('E, F) will 
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denote the space of all continuous n-homogeneous polynomials from E into F. 
Whenever F = C, it will be omitted in the notation. So, for instance, p(n E) means 
P('I E, C). 
A locally convex space E is said to be distinguished if every c5 (E f', E')-bounded 
subset of its bidual E" is contained in the c~(E', E')-closure of some bounded 
subset of E. 
We recall that a sequence (B,~) of bounded subsets of a locally convex space E 
is a fundamental sequence (),['bounded sets" if Bn is bounded for every n ~ N and 
given any bounded subset B of E there exists n E 1~ such that B C Bn. A locally 
convex space E is said to be a (DF)-space if(a) it has a fundamental sequence (B~) 
of bounded sets, and (b) every subset of E that is the intersection ofcountably many 
closed convex balanced 0-neighborhoods and that absorbs every bounded set is a 
0-neighborhood. Without loss of generality we may assume that Bn + B~ C B~+l. 
A locally convex space E is said to be a (gDF)-space if it satisfies condition (a) 
above and given a fundamental sequence (A,,) of bounded convex balanced sets in 
E and an arbitrary sequence (U,,) of convex balanced 0-neighborhoods in E, then 
the set ['-],,~1 (A,, + U,) is a 0-neighborhood in E. 
Every (gDF)-space is distinguished and it is clear that every (DF)-space is a 
(gDF)-space. Every barrelled (gDF)-space is a (DF)-space. 
A locally convex space E is said to have the approximation property if for 
each compact subset K of E, each continuous eminorm a on E and each real 
positive number ~ there exists T = T~.K ~ L t (E ,  F) (the linear operators with finite 
dimensional range) such that ot(x - Tx) <~ ~ for all x ~ K. 
For further notation and basic results on locally convex spaces we refer to [19] 
and [20]. We also refer to [12] for background on tensor products, polynomials and 
holomorphic mappings in locally convex spaces. 
If U is a subset of a locally convex space E we say that a subset B of U is a 
U-bounded if B is bounded and there exists a neighborhood V of zero in E such 
that B + V C U. The set of all U-bounded sets will be denoted by/3(U) and the set 
of the absolutely convcx elements of/3(U) will be denoted by 13,,(U). We recall 
that a set is absolutely convex if and only if it is convex and balanced. 
We start by proving some technical lemmas. 
Lemma 1.1. f lU is an arbitrary subset of a locally convex space E and B c B(U), 
we have: 
(a) there ex&ts p > 1 such that pB ¢/3(U); 
(b) (/," in addition, U is a balanced open set, then the balanced hull Bh of B is also 
U-bounded. 
Proof. (a) Let V be an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in E such that 
B + V C U and take a neighborhood VI of zero in E such that V~ + V~ C V. Since 
B is bounded, there exists )~ > 0 such that B C )~V1 and so (1 + )~-I)B + Vt C U. 
(b) Let V an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero such that V + V c Uand 
B + V C U. Since B is bounded, there exists )~0 > 0 such that )~B C V for every 
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[~.l ~ ~.o. I f  ,ko/> 1 it is clear that we have Bb + V C U. I f  0 < )vo < 1, then for 
every )~ 6 C such that )vo ~< I,~1 ~< 1 we have )~B + )~oV = )~(B + ~ V) C )4B + V) c 
)~U c U. Since clearly ZB + )~oV C ~.B + V C U if I,~1 ~< ,% we have Bb + ~oV C U 
and so Bb is U-bounded. [] 
Lemma 1.2. Let E be a locally convex space and U be a convex neighborhood o f  
zero in E. Then: 
(a) For each 0 <~ )~ < 1 there exists a neighborhood V of  zero in E such that 
)~U + V C U. In particular, ~.U C intU. 
(b) intU = U0~<z<l )~u. 
Proof. (a) Is clear. 
(b) Given x 6 int U, there exists p > 1 such that px E U and consequently x E 
1U c U0~<Z<l )~u. The other inclusion follows from (a). [] 
P 
Remark  1.1. As a consequence of the Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 we have that if U 
is an absolutely convex open subset of E then the absolutely convex hull of each 
U-bounded set is also a U-bounded set. 
The argument used to show next lemma is similar to that used to prove Re- 
mark 1.4 of[15]. It is included here for the sake of completeness. Given a subset X 
of E we will denote by F(X) the absolutely convex hull of X. 
Lemma 1.3. Let E be a locally convex space. I f  A is a compact absolutely convex 
subset o f  E and B is a closed absolutely convex subset o f  E, then the closure o f  
F(A U B) in E is a subset of(1 + c)F(A U B) for  every c > O. 
Proof. I f  z belongs to the closure of F(A U B), there exist nets (ae~)c~el C A, 
(b,,)~el C B, (s~)~l C [0, 1] and (t~)~ci C [0, 1] such that s~ + t~ ~< 1 for all u c I 
and s~a~ + t~b~ ~ z. Since [0, 1] and A are compact sets we may suppose, without 
loss of generality, that (a~)~cl converges to a c A, (s~)~, converges to s 6 [0, 1] 
and (t~)~ct converges to t c [0, 1]. So, (t~b~)~ci onverges to z - sa and we have 
two possibilities: i f t  ¢ 0, (b,~)~l converges to b = z].~.____~ and, as B is closed, b c B. 
So, z = sa + tb ~ F(A U B). I f  t ---- 0, for each c > 0 there exists or0 6 1 such that 
t~b~ E cB for all c~/> u0. As cB is closed, (t~b~)~l converges to z - sa ~ cB and 
sozEA+cBC( I+c)F (AUB) .  [] 
The above lemmas lead to the following 
Proposition 1.4. Let E be a locally convex space that is barrelled and distin- 
guished. Then for  every absolutely convex open subset U o f  E we have 
intU °° = [ J  B °o 
BEI3ac(U) 
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Proof. As E is barrelled, U °° is an absolutely convex closed neighborhood of zero 
kU °° It is enough to show in E" and so by Lemma 1.2 we have int U °° = Uo~<x<J 
(*) xS°°= U 8°° 
• ~ c ; , .8  
B bounded 
for each 0 < k < 1 and recall that the absolutely convex hull of each B c B(U) is 
also U-bounded. Let us show (,). Given x c kU °° there exists a bounded absolutely 
convex subset L of kU °° such that x E L. As E is distinguished, there exists a 
bounded closed absolutely convex subset C of E such that L C C °° = ~(e",E ' ) .  I f  
C °, L°and (k/}) ° denote the polars of C, L and kO in E', 
(c  xO) ° c r(co u (xO)°) 
But C ° is cr(E', E)-closed and, by the Alaoglu-Bourbaki Theorem, (kU) ° is 
o(E ' ,  E)-compact. So, by Lemma 1.3 we get 
(c  n xO) ° = I"1 1 + e)r ' (c° u (x@ °) c I"-'1 1 + e)L ° ---- L ° 
c>0 c>0 
as L ° is a a(E ' ,  E)-closed set. Thus, by the Bipolar Theorem L C L °° C (C @AU) °° 
and so, there exists B = C N k/] C kU, bounded, such that x c L C B °°. N 
The next proposition will be useful in what follows. 
Proposition 1.5. Let E be a reflexive locally convex space E. Then for every 
absolutely convex open subset U orE we have that the interior of U °° is U. 
Proof. From the Theorem of the Bipolar and the reflexivity of E we have that 
U °° = U where U denotes the closure of U in the locally convex space E. Suppose 
that there exists p ~ int U such that p ~ U. By a consequence of the Hahn-Banach 
Theorem (see the First Separation Theorem in [20, p. 130]), there are an ~0 c (E~)' 
and an u ~ R such that 
(**) ~0(x)<c~<~p(p) Vx~U 
and so ~o(2) < ~p(p) for all 2 c U. As p E intU, there exists a balanced neighbor- 
hood of zero in E such that p + V c U. Take n c N such that 4-~p 6 V. Then 
1 p ± ~p c U implies q~(p ± ¼p) <~ ~p(p) and so ~o(p) = 0. From this and (**) we 
infer that ~p(x) < 0 for all x c U and this contradicts the fact that 0 E U. [3 
2. THE SPACES Hwu(U,k) AND Hb(U.F) 
For an open subset U of a locally convex space E, H,,,, (U, F) denotes the space of 
the holomorphic mappings from U into F which are weakly uniformly continuous 
on the U-bounded subsets of U and Hb(U, F) denotes the space of holomorphic 
mappings from U into F which are bounded on the U-bounded subsets of U. We 
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consider Hb(U, F) endowed with the topology rb of uniform convergence on the 
U-bounded subsets of U. By Lemma 4 of [21 ] we have that Hw. (U, F) C Hb (U, F) 
and so we consider H~.(U, F) as a subspace of Hb(U, F). It is known that if f E 
Hb(U, F) then f oc ~lnf(o) ~lnf(o) = ~n=0 ~ where ~! ~ p(nE, F) for every n ~ N and the 
series ~n~=0 ,~" f(0)_~__ converges to f in Hb(U, F). This representation f ,f is said the 
Taylor series representation f f at the origin. 
By definition, P~u(~ E, F) := P(" E, F) n H~u(E, F). Let PI(n E, F) denote the 
space of the finite type n-homogeneous polynomials i.e., Pf (n E, F) = span{~o n ® 
b, q) 6 U, b E F} where ~0" ® b(z) = ~o"(z) •b. For locally convex spaces E and F, 
Boyd showed that Pf(~E, F) = P~,(~E, F) whenever E' has the approximation 
property (cf. [7, Proposition 7]). 
We start by giving a characterization f the elements of Hw, (U, F) that will be 
useful. The proof follows easily by using the Cauchy integral formula. 
Proposition 2.1. Let U be a balanced open subset of a locally convex space E and 
let f be a holomorphic mapping from U into F. Then f E Hwu(U, F) if and only if 
~ln f(o) f E Hb(U, F) and ~ ~ Pwu(nE, F)foreveryn E N. 
Next we will state some extension theorems that will be useful in the next section. 
Let Pw*. (n E", F) denote the space of the n-homogeneous polynomials P : E" ~ F 
such that PIB is a(E", E')-continuous for every bounded subset B of E" and let 
H~.. (int U °°, F) denote the space of all holomorphic mappings f : int U °° ~ F 
such that f iB is (uniformly) a(E", E')-continuous for every B E B(int U°°). The 
proof of next proposition can be found in [21, Proposition 3]: 
Proposition 2.2. Let E be a distingu&hed locally convex space and F be a 
complete locally convex space (in particular a Banach space). Then each P E 
Pwu(nE, F) admits a unique extension P E Pw*u(nE ", F) and this extension 
satisfies l]/5 I] e °° = l] P IIB for every absolutely convex bounded subset B of E. 
As a consequence we have 
Theorem 2.3. Let U be an absolutely convex open subset of a barrelled (DF)-space 
E. Then every f ~ Hwu(U, F) admits" a unique extension f E Hw.u(intU °°, F). 
Proof. First of all we claim that given L e B(int U °°) there exists B E Bac(U) such 
that L C B °°. Indeed, by Lemma 1.1(a) there exists 0 < ,k < 1 such that L C )~U °° = 
(~.U) °°. As ()~U) °° is an absolutely convex closed neighborhood fzero in E", there 
exists a bounded subset B of)~U (that we may suppose absolutely convex without 
loss of generality) such that L C B °O C )~U °° C int U °°. Since B C ~.U for some 
0 < )~ < l, we have B E 13~c(U) by Lemma 1.2(a). This proves our claim. 
By Proposition 1.4 we have 
intU°° = U B°°= U ~r(E",E') 
BE13ac(U) BEBac(U) 
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(where 13,,,.(U) denotes the set of the absolutely convex U-bounded sets) and the 
uniqueness of the extension follows clearly. Given f E H~,,(U, F), by Proposi- 
tion 2.1 we have P,, ,?'f(0~ ,, - ~! E P,~, ( E, F) for every n E N and so, by Proposi- 
tion 2.2, each P,, admits a unique extension P,, E P,,,., (n E". F) such that I] P~ [] B = 
]I/Sniluoo for every B E 13,,.(E). Given an arbitrary B E 13at(U), let p > l be such 
that pB E /3(U). Since f E Hh(U, F) by Proposition 2.1, the Cauchy inequal- 
ity gives IIPkIIH <~ ~ll.fllpB for all k E N and consequently I[ Z~=m-~kl l soo  ~< 
~,=m II/;klls°° = ~=, , ,  IIPkll8 ~< I l f l l ps~=m ~-. As for each L E B(intU °°) 
there exists B E 13a,.(U) such that L C B °°, given an arbitrary L E B(intU °°) 
n n 1 for some B c B,,.(U) and p > 1 So, we have II ~/,=n, /;kilL ~< IlfllpR ~k=,,, Z7 
(~0 /3k)Pcr~ is a Cauchy sequence in the complete space (Hb(intU °°, F), rb) 
and the series ~LI)/Sk converges. Let f := ~Lo/Sk ~ Hb( intU°°, F). It is 
clear that f lu  = f .  Furthermore, given any B E 13,,.(U) we have that ./[B °o 
is a(E",E')-continuous since It,t:- ~=0/;kl lB oo ~ 0 as n--+ ec and /Sk E 
P,,~.,,(kE, F) for all k 6 N. Hence f l L  is cr(E", E')-continuous for every L E 
/3(int U °°) and consequently .[ E H,,,., (int U °°, F). [] 
3. TIlE SPECTRA ()|: Hu.,(I/. F) AND ftb(U, k) 
We refer to [22] for definitions and basic results on m-convex algebras and Fr6chet 
algebras. 
From now, unless when we say explicitly the contrary, F will always be a Banach 
algebra with unit l F. Let U be a balanced open subset of a (gDF)-space E. If 
(B,,) is a fundamental sequence of bounded subsets of E, it is easy to check that the 
sequence (An) where A,, = Bn ~ (1 - ¼)U for each n E N is a fundamental sequence 
of U-bounded sets. It is clear that the topology rb of Hh(U, F) is generated by the 
semi-norms defined by PA,,(f) = sup.~EAn ] ] f (x ) ] ]  for every f E Ht,(U, F) and it 
is routine to verify that Hi)(U, F) is a metrizable locally m-convex algebra. An 
argument similar to that used to prove Theorem 6 [14] shows that Hb(U, F) is 
complete. This shows the following result. 
Proposition 3.1. l f  U be a balanced open subset o[a (gDF)-space E and F is a 
Banach algebra, Ht,(U, F) is a Frkchet algebra. 
The next corollary follows clearly as H,,,.(U, F) is a closed subalgebra of 
Hh(U, F). 
Corollary 3.2. [[ U be a balanced open subset of a (gDF)-space E and F is a 
Banach algebra, Hu,,(U, F) is a Frkchet algebra. 
I fA  is a Frdchet algebra, we denote by M(.A) the spectrum of A i.e., the set of 
all nonzero continuous homomorphisms 4~:A ~ C. 
By using techniques similar to that used in [17] and [9], we are going to show 
that if E' has the approximation property and U is an absolutely convex open 
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subset of a barrelled (DF)-space E then A4(H~u(U, F)) = intU °° × .Ad(F) as 
sets. We will also get a type of Corona Theorem (see Proposition 2.2). We start 
by settling some notation. Given f : U ~ C and b ~ F we denote by f ® b the 
mapping from U into F defined by f ® b(x) := f (x) .  b for all x E U. We denote by 
1F the unit of F and by 1 the mapping from U into C that takes every x E U 
into 1 6 C. To each z 6 int U °° we associate the mapping ~z : Hwu (U, F) --+ F 
defined by ~z(f) := f(z) where f c H~.~(intU °°, F) is the (unique) extension 
of f given by Theorem 2.3. Further, given (z,)~) E intU °° × .M(F) we define 
a mapping 3z ® )~: H~(U, F) ~ C by setting (~z ® )0( f )  := )~(Sz(f)). We also 
consider the mapping A from AA(Hwu(U, F)) to E" defined by A((9)(~p) := 
(9(~01U ® IF) for every (9 ~ .AA(H~u(U, F)) and for every ~0 E E' and the mapping 
B from .M(Hw~(U, F)) to .Ad(F) defined by B((9)(y) := (9(1 ® y) for every 
(9 ~ Ad(Hw~(U, F)) and for every y c F. 
Theorem 3.3. Let U be an absolutely convex open subset of a barrelled (DF)- 
space E. If  E' has the approximation property, the mapping I-I:(9 ~-+ (A((9), B((9) 
is bijective from M(Hw,(U, F) ) onto intU °° x .A4(F), with inverse equal to the 
mapping (z, )0 w-~ ~z ® )~. 
Proof i  It is easy to show that B((9) ~ .A//(F). Given (9 E WI(Hwu(U, F)), there 
I whenever f E Hw~ (U, F) satisfies exist r > 0 and B E 13at(U) such that 1(9(f)l ~< 7 
Ilfl18 ~< 1. As II~P ~ 118 ~< 1 for all n/> 1 and ~p ~ B °, we have 
1 
[*(~olU ® 1F)l" = [(9(~nlU ® 1e)l ~ - 
r 
and hence 
1 
[ (9( (p IU®IF)]~<~ fora l ln~landcpEB °. 
Consequently IA((9)(~p)I ~ 1 for all ~o c B ° and we have A((9) E B °o C intU °°. 
Suppose Fl((91) ---- F1((92) where (91, (92 c Ad(Hwu(U, F)). Then (91 (~o[U ® 1F) = 
(92(~o1U ® IF) for all (p 6 U and (91(1 ® y) = (92(1 ® y) for all y 6 F, hence 
(9j(f[U) = (92(flU) for all f ~ Pf(nE, F). The approximation property of U 
implies that Pf(nE, F) is dense in P,~u(nE, F), as discussed at the end of the 
first paragraph of Section 2. Using the continuity of (91 and (92 we obtain that 
k (91 ( f [U)= (92(flU) for all f E Pwu(nE, F) and consequently for all f = ~n=l  Pn 
where Pn E Pwu(nE, F) (n = 1 . . . . .  k) for every k c 1~. By Proposition 2.1 and the 
rb-convergence of Taylor representation at the origin of f E Hwu (U, F) we get that 
the set of restrictions to U of the elements of { f  = ~=l  Pk: P~ E Pw~('E, F), 
n = 1 . . . . .  k, k E 1~ } is dense in Hw, (U, F). Again using the continuity of(91 and (92, 
we conclude that (91 ( f )  = (92(f) for every f E H~u(U, F), meaning that (91 = (92. 
This concludes the proof that FI is injective. 
Finally, it is easy to verify that 3z ® )~ is a continuous non zero homomorphism 
such that I-I (3z ® )~) = (z, k) and so I-I is onto. [] 
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Remark 3.1. The condition that E' has the approximation property in the above 
theorem was used in the proof only to make sure that pf f fE ,  F) is dense in 
P,,,~("E, F) for every n 6 N. So far all the examples we know where pf f fE ,  F) = 
P,,,,, (~ E, F) for some Banach space F were obtained using the fact that E' has the 
approximation property. In fact, it is an open problem, even for Banach spaces E, 
to decide if pf ( 'E ,  F) = P~,u("E, F) for every n E N for some Banach space F 
implies the condition that E' has the approximation property. So, we may be asking 
more than the necessary in the above theorem but for sure the reader will be more 
familiar with the condition that E' has the approximation property than with the 
density condition. 
As a consequence of the above remark and Theorem 3.3 we get the following 
results. 
Corollary 3.4. Let U be an absolute(v convex open subset of a barrelled (DF)- 
space E and suppose that Pf(n E, F) is dense in P(" E, F) Jor every n E N. Then 
M(Hh(U, F)) coincides with intU °° × M(F)  as a set. 
Theorem 3.5. Let U be an absolutely convex open subset ~)['a reflexive barrelled 
(DF)-space E. Suppose that Pf(~ E) is dense in Pff E) for all n E N. Then given 
a sequence (Ji)i=l ~ C Hh(U), without common zeros, we can,find a sequence 
(gi)~='l C Hb(U) such that ~=1 figi = I. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 1.5 we have that given a continuous 
homomorphism T : Ht,(U) ~ C there exists a ~ U such that T( f )  = f (a)  for every 
( • ."X.: f E Ht,(U). If Ji)i=l doesn't have common zeros, for each a E U there exists 
i E N such that ft.(a) ¢ 0 and so A~J  {T E M(Hb(U)): T(J)) = 0} = 0. The result 
follows in view of a Theorem of Brooks (see [8] or [18, p. 136]). [] 
The proof of the next theorem follows as the proof of Theorem 3.5. Just use 
Corollary 6.1.10 on p. 140 of[18] (see also [3]) instead of the Theorem of Brooks. 
Theorem 3.6. Let U be an absolutely convex ()pen subset o[a reflexive barrelled 
(DF)-space E. Suppose that pf(" E) is dense in P(n E).for all n E N. Then given 
{.fl . . . . . .  ['k} c H~,(U), without common zeros, we can find {gl . . . . .  gk} c Hh(U) 
such that ~=j  J)gi = 1. 
Let A be any Frdchet algebra. As M(A)  c A', it makes sense to consider in 
M(A)  the topology induced by the weak-star topology of A'. This topology is 
usually called the Gelfand topology (or the A-convergence topology) and will be 
denoted here by r(;. So, given a net (4~) of elements in M(A),  we say that ~b, 
3(; 
converges to q~ c M(A)  in the Gelfand topology (and denote 4~ --+ 4~) if and only 
if q~,(f) --+ 4)(.[) for every f E A. Unless we say the contrary, we will be always 
considering M(A)  endowed with the Gelfand topology. It is known that if F is a 
Banach algebra then M(F)  C B F, is a compact Hausdorff space. 
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Proposit ion 3.7. Let U be an absolutely convex open subset of a barrelled 
(DF)-space E and suppose that E ~ has the approximation property. If ~ is the 
mapping from intU °° × M(F)  to A4(Hwu(U, F)) defined by 3(z, )~) := )~ o ~z for 
every (z,)0 6 intU °° × JVI( F) where ~ o ~z(f) = z ( f  (z) ) for all f ~ Hwu(U, F), 
then ~(U × .Ad(F)) is r6-dense in AA(Hw,(U, F)). 
Proof. It is enough to remark that given z E intU °° = Une~c(u)B°° ,  there 
exists B E B~c(U) such that z ~ B °O and so there exists (z,~)~ei c B such that 
//2* 
Z~ > Z. [] 
Theorem 3.8. Let U be an absolutely convex open subset of a barrelled (DF)-space 
E such that U has the approximation property. Let I-I be as in Theorem 3.3. 
(1) 11 is a continuous mapping from A4(Hw.(U, F)) onto (intU °°, ~r(E", E')) x 
.M(F).  
(2) Let B ~ 13~(U). Then FI defines a homeomorphism from {h E .M(H~,(U, F)): 
Ih(f)[ ~< [If 118 ' i f  E Hwu(E, F)} onto (B °°, cr (E", E')) x AA(F). 
Proof. (1) Given (~b,~)~el C .M(Hw,(U, F)) such that q~ 5_~ 4~ E .M(Hwu(U, F)), 
we have cPc~(flU ® IF) ~ (#(flU® IF) for all f ~ E' and 4~,~ (1 ® b) -* q~(l ® b) 
for all b E F. Consequently ~b is continuous. 
(2) Let As = {h 6 .M(Hw,(U, F)): Ih(f) l  ~< IlfllB v f  E H~,(U, F)}. Given 
rG 
(h~),~l C A8 such that hc~ ---+ h in AA(Hw,(U, F)), we have 
lh(f)l lh(f) - h (f)l ÷ lh (f)l lh(f) - + IlfllB 
for all o~ 6 1 and consequently Ih(f) l  ~< IIf[lB for all f E Hwu(U, F). So, AB is 
closed in .A4(H~,(U, F)) for every B E B,c(U). 
Let UB = {f  6 H~u(U, F): Iffll8 ~< 1}. Given h c As,  we have Ih(f) l  ~< Ilfll8 
for all f ~ Hwu(U, F) and consequently Ih(f) l  ~< 1 for all f E Us. So, AB C 
U~ = {T ~ H~u(U, F)': IT( f ) l  ~< 1, Y f  E Us}. Since U8 is a rb-neighborhood of  
zero in Hwu(U, F), we have that the set U~ is cr(H~u(U, F)', Hw,(U, F))-compact 
and so A8 is a compact subset of  .A4(H,~u(U, F)). We have by Theorem 3.3 that 
3:int U °° x A4(F) -* .A4(Hw,(U, F)) defined as in the proof of  Theorem 3.3 is 
a bijection from intU °° x .A4(F) onto .A4(H~,(U, F)) and ~-1 = FI. I fS (B  °° x 
.M (F)) = A B it is routine to show that ~IB °° x 34 (F) is continuous. Now, for every 
(z0, ~0) ~ B °o x A4(F) we have 
I(3=0 ® o/ll.oo--II o $II. 
ll 01111fllB --IISI18 
for all f E Hwu(U, F) and so a(B °° x M(F))  CAB. Moreover, given h E AB there 
exists a unique (zo, ~o) e U °° x .M(F)  such that h = ~z0 ® ~o. For every ot c E',  
~0o (0~® IF)  E E'  andwe have ~#o (u® 1F)(X) ---- ~0o (or(x). l F) = O~(X)'~0(1F) = O~(X) 
for all x ~ E. As the mapping z E E" ~ 3(z) = z(a) is a ~r(E", E')-continuous 
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extension of~o o (c~ ® 1 F) = ce to E", we have 9) o (~ ® 1F)(2:) = ~(Z) for all z • E" 
and so for every ct • B ° we have 
]Z0(oe)} = [&(go)[ = )(az o @ qo)(oe @ 1/;)1 ~ ]lot @ 1FIIB = ]]o~]lB ~ 1. 
Consequently, At~ C a(B °° × M(F) )  and this completes the proof. [] 
Theorem 3.9. Let E be a reflexive barrelled (DF)-space such that E' has the 
approximation property and let F be a commutative Banach algebra with identity 
such that F is isomorphically isometric to F under the Gelfand transJbrm. The 
Jbllowing are equivalent: 
(1) Pwu("E, F) = P("E, F)f i )ral ln • N. 
(2) au(z, )v) := )v o 8: defines a bijection from U x M(F)  onto .AA(Hh(U, F)) for 
all absolutely convex ()pen subset U of E (in particular for U = E). 
(3) au(::, ;v) := ;~ o 3~ defines a bijection from U x M(F)  onto M(Hh(U, F)) for 
some absolute(v convex open subset U of E. 
(4) H,,,,, (U, F) = Hh(U, F).for all absolutely convex open subset U of E. 
Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (4) is clear, (1) => (2) is a particular case 
of  Corollary 3.4 and (2) ~ (3) is obvious. So, all we have to show is (3) =:> (1). 
Take P • P("E, F) (n • N) and for each B • t3~o(U) fixed consider the 
restriction of  at, o a~ to B x AA(F) (where ap is the evaluation). By Theo- 
rem 3.8, &j is a homeomorphism from XR = (B, c~(E, E')) x M(F)  onto {f • 
H,,,,(U, F): II./IIB ~< 1} and consequently ap o avlx~ • C(XB) where XB is a 
compact subset of (E, or(E, E')) x M(F) .  It is well known that C(Xa) is isometric 
to C((B, cr(E, E')) ,C(M(F)))  and so we can consider ae o a~ as an element of 
C(U, C(M(F)))  that is c,(E, U)  - I1" IIM(F)-continuous on the U-bounded subsets 
of  E. Since F is isomorphically isometric to /~ under the Gelfand transform, for 
every x • U and for every 9) • M(F)  we have 
(ae o au(x))(~o) = (ap o au(x, .))(9)) = q) o P(x) = P(x)(~o). 
Therefore P(x) = ap o au(x) for every x c U. Now, given any absolutely convex 
bounded subset B of E, there exists )v > 0 such that ,~B • B~c(U) and so, by 
using the homogeneity of P, we get that PIB is a c,(E, E')-continuous. So by 
Theorem 2.9 of [6] we have P • Pw,(" E, F). [] 
Remark  3.2. The uniform Banach algebras and the commutative B*-algebras are 
examples of  Banach algebras where F is isomorphically isometric to ,~ under the 
Gelfand transform (see [16, 1.7.1], and [18, 4.1.1]). 
4. SPECIAl.  BARREI.LED ( I)FI -SPACES 
In this section we get results that provide examples of  (DF)-spaces that satisfies the 
conditions of the theorems of the previous sections. 
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The denumerable direct sums of Banach spaces are important examples of 
barrelled (DF)-spaces. Given any denumerable family of Banach spaces Ei such 
that E~ has the approximation property for every i 6 N, it is known that the dual of 
the direct sum of Ei has the approximation property. Moreover, the direct sum of 
reflexive spaces is a reflexive space. Let us study the density Pf (" E, F) in P (~ E, F) 
in case E is an denumerable direct sum of Banach spaces and F is a Banach space. 
In case E' has the approximation property this density is equivalent to the equality 
Pwu(n E, F) = p(n E, F). 
Given any denumerable family of Banach spaces Ei, we denote by E = ~ieC=l Ei 
the direct sum of the spaces Ei. For every m E l~I, let Fm= ~imz Ei denote the finite 
sum of the Banach spaces E1 .. . . .  Em. 
Remark 4.1. By using the polarization formula and Example 1.25 in [12] it is easy 
to verify that P c P(nE, F) if and only ifPIFm ~ p(nFm, F) for every m 6 N. 
Proposition 4.1. Let E Zi°°=l Ei and Fm m Vm E = = )-~i=1 Ei, I~, where Ei is a 
Banach space for every i E N. Then, for every n ~ N, we have that Pwu(n E, F) = 
p (n E, F) if and only if Pu~u (nFm, F) = P (nFm, F)for all m c N. 
Proof. The proof uses the above remark, the fact that E is a regular inductive limit 
of the spaces Fm and the Hahn-Banach Theorem. [] 
The next example follows by using the above Proposition. 
Example 1. Take E = ~i~1 Ei where Ei = co for every i 6 1~. If Fm = ~im=j El, 
we have Pwu(nFm, F) = P("Fm, F) for all m E N and every Banach space F that 
doesn't contain a copy of c0 (see Example 2.1 in [17]). Consequently, E is a bar- 
relled (DF)-space such that E' has the approximation property and Pwb (n E, F) = 
p(nE, F), Vn c N whenever F is a Banach space that doesn't contain a copy 
of co. In this case, by Corollary 3.4 we have that .A4(Hb(U, F)) coincides with 
int U °° × M(F)  as a set for every absolutely convex open subset of E whenever 
F is a Banach algebra that doesn't contain a copy of co. In particular, .A4(Hb(E)) 
coincides with E" as a set. 
Example 2. For every i E N let Ei = T], where T~ is the Tsirelson-James space 
(see [5]). The space E = ~i~1 Ei is a barrelled (DF)-space such that pf("E) is 
dense in P("E) for every n c N (see [25, Chapter 3, Proposition 5.5]). In this case, 
by Corollary 3.4 we have that M(Hb(U)) coincides with intU °° as a set for every 
absolutely convex open subset of E. In particular, M(Hh(E)) coincides with E" as 
a set. It is also true that Pf(nE, F) is dense in p(nE, F) for every n c N whenever 
F is a Banach algebra that is a space of Schur and, in this case, .M(H9(U, F)) 
coincides with int U °° x M(F)  as a set for every absolutely convex open subset 
of E. 
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Now we are going to show that if E is a semi-Montel space or a Schwartz 
space then Pw,(" E, F) = P(" E, F) whenever F is a Banach space and n E I~. The 
following lemma will be useful. 
Lemma 4.2. Let (E, TI) and (E, "g2) be topological spaces such that rl <~ "g2 and 
(E, zl) is a Hausdorff .vJace. l f  K is a r2-compact subset o re  then Jbr every net 
(x~)~cA such that {x~: ~ ~ A} C K, we have that xx -+ x in the topology ri implies 
x~ --+ x in the topology T2. 
Proof. Let (x)~t,)t, er be an arbitrary subnet of (x~)xcA. Using the fact that K 
is r2-compact we get the existence of a subnet of (xh~)i~cr which converges in 
(E, r2) and consequently in (E, rl). Now we use fact that every subnet of (xz)ZcA 
converges to x in the topology r~ and the uniqueness of the limit in Hausdorffspaces 
to get that the subnet of (xh,)t,~r converges to x in (E, r2) and so xx --+ x in the 
topology r2. [] 
Let H(U, F) denote the space of the holomorphic mappings from U into F 
endowed with the topology of the uniform convergence on the compact subsets 
of U. We remark that H(U, F) is a Fr6chet algebra for every open subset U 
of a (DFM)-space E and for every Banach algebra F since clearly H(U, F) = 
Hh(U, F). 
Theorem 4.3. Let E = (E, r) be a (DFM)-space. Then we have: 
(1) P,~,,(" E, F )= P(" E, F)Jor all n ~ I~. 
(2) I rE  has the approximation property, .M(H(U, F)) coincides with U x .M(F) 
as a set for every absolutely convex open subset o re  whenever F is a Banach 
algebra F. 
(3) I f  E has the approximation property then given a sequence (j))i~=l C H(U), 
without common zeros we can .find a sequence (gi)~l Q H(U) such that 
(4) I rE  has the appJ~)ximation property then given a sequence (J~))~=l C H(U), 
without common zeros we can .find a sequence (gi)~-I C H(U) such that 
Z~=. figi = 1. 
Proof. We start by recalling that a (DFM)-space E is a reflexive barrelled (DF)- 
space where clearly H(U, F) = Hb(U, F) for every open subset U of E and for 
every Banach algebra F. Let P E P("E, F) and B C E bounded. We claim that 
given any A C B, p(~,iE.e')l/~) C P(A), where ~,IL'.~'IIB is the closure of A in 
~(E,E')[B 
the topology induced by c~(E, E') in B. Indeed, if x c , there exists a 
net (xz)~cA c A such that xz--+x in the topology cr(E, E') I B and consequently 
in the topology c~(E, E'). Since E = (E, r) is semi-Montel and {xz: ,L c A} is 
bounded, we have that {x~: ,L 6 A} is relatively compact. By Lemma 4.1, xz-->x 
in the topology r, and consequently P(xz)--+ P(x) and (1) follows. Finally, (2), (3) 
and (4) follow by Corollary 3.4, Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6, respectively. [] 
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Theorem 4.4. Let E = (E, r) be a (DFS)-space. Then we have: 
(1) Pwu(n E, F) = p (n E, F) for all n ~ N. 
(2) I f  E has the approximation property, A/[(Hb(U, F)) coincides with intU °° × 
M(F)  as a set for every absolutely convex open subset U of E whenever F is 
a Banach algebra F. 
Proof. We start by showing (1). Let P E P("E, F), B C E, bounded and A C B. 
Given x 6 j o(E,E')IS, let (Xx)XeA C A a net such that xx~x in the topology 
a(E,  U).  Since E = (E, r) is a Schwartz spaceand {xx: )~ 6 A} is bounded, the set 
{xx: ~. E A} is pre-compact, and so {xx" )~ c A} E is compact in the completion E" of 
E = (E, r). For every 4~ ~ (E)', we have cb(xx)~cb(x) as 4~lE c E', and so x~--+x 
A 
in the topology a (E, (E)~). Now (1) follows by Lemma 4.1. Finally we remark that 
in view of (1) every (DFS)-space whose dual has the approximation property is 
a barrelled (DF)-space where PU(nE, F) is dense in p(nE, F) for every Banach 
space F and for all n c N and so (2) follows by Corollary 3.4. [] 
We remark that the proof of Theorem 3.3(1) works for every semi-Montel space 
E and the proof of Theorem 3.4(1) works for every Schwartz space E. So, we have 
Proposition 4.5. I f  E is a semi-Montel space and F is a Banach space, then 
P(n E, F) = Pwu(n E, F), for all n E N. 
Proposition 4.6. I f  E is a Schwartz space and F is a Banach space, then 
p(n E, F) = Pwu(n E, F), for all n E N. 
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